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Executive summary
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Assessment of Ontario’s tourism industry structure
Ontario’s current tourism industry structure includes insights and challenges related to a variety of issues:
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Industry structure best practices
Throughout tourism and non-tourism industry structures, best practices support efficient alignment, training,
research, marketing, and funding processes.
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Background and approach
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Background
Ontario faces many challenges as the tourism industry becomes more competitive on a global basis, and is impacted
by a slowing local and global environment. The issues currently facing the industry include the following:
•A diverse group of stakeholders is present in Ontario’s tourism industry, including a variety of private operators
(lodging, transport, attractions, food and beverage, etc.), public attractions, industry associations, public bodies, and
government.
– Currently, there is a lack of awareness of, or support for, the various province-wide and regional bodies that
together represent the tourism industry.
– In addition, there are many structural issues that need to be addressed relating to the national, provincial, and
local organizations to improve communication and ensure coordination of efforts.
•In light of these challenges and the need for change in Ontario’s tourism industry, the structure of the industry and
the interrelationships of its participants must be better understood.
– Alternatives for government and private sector action should be considered, with a view to affect positive
change in Ontario’s tourism industry and drive sustainable growth for the industry.
•An industry with participants optimally aligned will support Ontario’s transition into a more competitive,
differentiated, and attractive tourism destination.

An industry structure in which stakeholders are aligned to achieve common goals will position Ontario’s
tourism industry to be competitive and succeed in the marketplace.
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Approach
The following approach was undertaken to analyze Ontario’s current tourism industry structure, identify best practices from other
regions and industries, and highlight alternative industry models for consideration:
•A high-level assessment of Ontario’s existing tourism industry structure (executed via primary research with key stakeholders
and analyzing secondary research) was conducted to outline the key structural challenges within the industry.
– This component was executed via primary interviews with key stakeholders and analyzing secondary research.
•Tourism industry structures from other jurisdictions, as well as other relevant non-tourism industry structures, were studied to
identify best practices considerations by Ontario.
– Tourism jurisdictions selected for review upon consultation with MTOUR included: Australia, France, Mexico, New Zealand,
the United Kingdom, Georgia (US), British Columbia, and Quebec.
– Non-tourism industries selected for review upon consultation with MTOUR included: Agriculture, Airlines, Dairy, and
Gaming.
•Key themes relating to Ministry structure best practices were developed following the analysis of structure in other jurisdictions
and non-tourism ministries.
– Supporting tactics were designed to enable adoption of the core characteristics of the best practice themes into new
industry models.
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Research methodology
Both primary and secondary research was used throughout this analysis:
•

Secondary research was used to investigate best-practice tourism industry structures as well as relevant non-tourism industry structures.
–

Key areas pertinent to the challenges identified in Ontario’s tourism industry were the focus of analysis for these structures.

•

Primary research was conducted to gather additional insight into comparative industry structures and to consider different perceptions on the
applicability and relevance of initial findings to Ontario.

•

Subject matter experts in the following organizations were identified and agreed upon by Deloitte and the Ministry of Tourism. Each subject
matter expert was interviewed as part of this analysis:

•

A management workshop was held with key OTCS Study (“OTCS” or “the Study”) team members to determine the current structure of
Ontario’s tourism industry.

•

Regular status updates and discussions with the Study Team were held for ongoing input and guidance throughout the research and report
writing process.

•

The information collected through primary and secondary sources was compiled and synthesized by Deloitte so that relevant information and
meaningful analysis could be outlined for the Study.
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Best practice industry structures review scope
•

The tourism jurisdictions and non-tourism industry structures for consideration in this report were selected based on the following parameters:
–

The extent to which the existing model has proven to be sustainable;

–

Potential of relevant learnings for Ontario tourism considering the eight unique challenge areas (see appendix A) identified by MTOUR;

–

Clear and accountable structure with responsibilities that drive industry coordination and effectiveness;

–

Deployment of a marketing agency structure that has facilitated measurable success in advertising campaigns; and

–

Evidence that other regions are incorporating the jurisdiction’s best practice elements within their structure.

•

The tourism jurisdictions selected for review include:

•

The non-tourism industries selected for review include:

•

The scope of the analysis conducted across the aforementioned
jurisdictions and industries included an assessment of the roles and
functions of:
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Analysis of Ontario’s current structural challenges
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Development of Ontario’s tourism industry is
constrained by unclear responsibilities and a variety
of interests
Key observations regarding Ontario’s tourism industry structure
•

Tourism is a complex industry comprising many diverse sectors including
accommodations, arts and culture, festivals and events, food and beverage,
recreation, attractions, retail, and conventions.

•

Both government and private-sector operators at the national, provincial, and
regional / local level all have a role in Ontario’s tourism.

•

There are numerous key government agencies involved in tourism in Ontario
(MTOUR, OMAFRA, MEDT, Ministry of Culture, etc.).

•

The public sector plays an integral role in regulation and policy setting,
industry funding, research, statistical reporting, and marketing / promotional
activities. Further, the public sector operates / controls significant tourism
assets in Ontario (22 in total).1

•

The industry is dominated by small to medium-sized businesses, with over
90% employing fewer than 20 people.1

•

The private sector cooperates with the public sector through the Ontario
Tourism Marketing Partnership Corporation (OTMPC).

•

The current structure creates a challenging environment to organize and unite
operationally and geographically disparate groups to work together for the
benefit of the industry.

•

Regulatory, industry oversight, research, and funding activities occur largely
at the national and provincial levels.

•

The province has two primary destinations that attract more than 12.5M
visitors and three secondary markets attracting more than 5M visitors.2

NOTE:

Source: Statistics Canada, Business Register Division

A detailed listing of key national, provincial, and regional / local entities involved in the Ontario
tourism industry is included in Appendix B

The Ontario tourism industry requires greater incentive mechanisms to motivate the industry to improve
collaboration and harmonization of efforts to become increasingly competitive and successful as a whole
Sources: (1) Ontario Tourism Competitiveness Study; (2) Statistics Canada Travel Survey
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Overview of relationships between private / public sector tourism
organizations*Government entities
Non-government entities
Canadian
Heritage

Canada
Border
Service
Agency

Parks Canada

Indian Affairs

National

Transport
Canada

Provincial

Ministry of
Transportation

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Ministry of
Economic
Development

Ontario Parks

Ministry of
International
Trade and
Investment

Travel
Industry
Council of
Ontario

Northern
Ontario
Heritage
Funding Corp

Ministry of
Northern
Development
and Mines

Canadian
Council of
Tourism
Ministers

Fisheries &
Oceans
Canada

Industry
Canada

FedNor

Ministry of
Government
Services

Ministry of
Tourism

Ministry of
Finance

MTOUR
agencies and
attractions

Business
Development
Bank of
Canada

OTMPC

Ministry of
Small
Business and
Consumer
Services

TIAC

Canadian
Tourism
Commission

Ministry of
Energy and
Infrastructure

Ministry of
Culture
agencies and
attractions
Ministry of
Health
Promotion
NONTA

National and provincial trade associations represent and interact with
tourism operators that comprise the membership of each (e.g.,
accomodations associations have relationships with hotels, resorts,
etc.) and advocate for their membership to appropriate government
bodies (e.g., MTOUR).

National trade
associations

Ministry of
Education

Ontario
Tourism
Education
Council

Ministry of
Training,
Colleges &
Universities

TIAO

Historical
associations

Resort
associations

Camping
associations

Accommodations
associations

Recreational
vehicle
associations /
clubs

Tourism
provincial and
sub-sector
associations

Ecotourism
associations

Museum
associations

Attractions
associations

Winter
resorts
associations

Transportation
associations

Restaurant /
food
associations

Culinary
tourism
associations

Parks and
trails councils

Cruise
associations

OMAFRA

DMOs

Regional / local

Economic
Development
Agencies

DMOs

Municipalities

Travel
Information
Centres

Universities /
colleges

Heads of
Hospitality
(colleges)

Visitor
Information
Centres

Community
festivals and
events

Accomodations
(hotels,
resorts, spas,
cottages.
B&Bs, etc.)

Parks and
trails

Cruise
operators

Food and
beverage
providers
(restaurants,
etc.)

BIAs

Chambers of
Commerce

Tourismrelated
Businesses

Recreation /
attractions
(golf, hiking,
gaming,
agritourism,
etc.)

Cultural
attractions
(museums,
theatres,
performing
arts, etc.)

Conference /
congress
centres

Transportation
providers
(ground, air,
water)

Retail

Formal relationship (reporting, etc.)

Product
development role

Funding role

Labour role

Investment role

* Includes the most relevant participants and relationships. See Appendix B for full list and detail.
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Product operations
role

Other relationship (cooperative, funding, etc.)

Policy / research
role

Marketing role

Infrastructure role

Advocacy role

Organizing marketing activities appears to be a key
challenge in Ontario’s tourism industry
Tourism industry
performance
characteristics
Marketing
tourism products
and experiences

Relative
degree of
challenge

Summary observations from consultations and interviews regarding the current industry structure

• Marketing dollars are spent at the entity level, as well as DMO, provincial, and national levels. This adds complexity to
managing the provincial brand.
• There can be overlap in going after target markets.
• The unclear delineation of responsibilities and mandates result in redundancies.
• There is a currently little participation / penetration among small operators, as they lack funding to participate in
OTMPC initiatives.
• Despite the sufficiency of funding, there is a relative imbalance of funding for marketing organizations.

Product
innovation and
global
competitiveness
(including
research)

• Lack of product packaging / bundling makes it difficult to coordinate and motivate alignment of operators and
associations.
• Regulatory barriers exist related to product development, including:
– A lengthy product development process, which discourages innovation.
• Need for a public investment strategy to drive private investment and entrepreneurship.
• Currently there is not a clear leader driving research efforts within the province.

Entrepreneurial
development

• Many funding programs operate by reimbursing for funds already expended, necessitating that entrepreneurs secure
access to capital independently to fund products or events.
• Need for more programs to encourage entrepreneurship in the tourism sector.

Capability to
develop business
and attract
investment

• Need to strengthen linkages among ministries / agencies involved in tourism.

Low
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Degree of challenge

High

Industry skill development and performance
measurement should be improved
Tourism industry
performance
characteristics
Labour attraction
and retention

Relative
degree of
challenge

Summary observations from consultations and interviews regarding the current industry structure

• The industry has fundamental challenges attracting and retaining talent.
• There is little promotion of tourism as a career of choice.
• Formal accreditation at both management and staff levels are lacking.
• Historically there have been few partnerships with academic institutions.
• Currently there is a lack of visibility cited in primary interviews regarding Ontario Tourism Education Corporation (OTEC)
program offerings.

Management
skills

• Ontario’s tourism industry is not seen as one in which to develop a career.
• There is little visibility regarding post secondary education in hospitality despite numerous options available (Niagara
College, Ryerson, George Brown, University of Guelph, Brock, Waterloo, Centennial, Lakehead).
• The existing programs are unevenly distributed geographically; this coupled with few online courses makes tourism
management skills inaccessible to the majority of the northern community.
• There is a current lack of awareness about apprenticeship programs in the province.
• Sharing of best-practice management skills is rare within the industry.

Industry
advocacy

• Ontario’s tourism industry does not have a dominant, widely-known representative organization to act as the single voice
/ advocacy body for the industry.
• There is an overlap in advocates and their responsibilities in relating with government.

Performance
measurement

• Currently grants / funds require reporting on visitation and receipts, but these performance measures (such as product
development goals) may be too short-term in nature.
• Consistent reporting standards do not exist, despite frequent accountability for a single entity to multiple parties.
• Performance measures are short-term, which makes it difficult to encourage sustainability and long-term strategy.

Low
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Degree of challenge

High

Analysis of best practice tourism industry
structure models
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Australia is a successful model for industry
cooperation, united by Tourism Australia

Australia

Industry structure

Tourism Minister’s Advisory
Council (TMAC)
Various national tourism industry
representative organizations

Ministry for Resources, Energy,
and Tourism
Tourism Ministers’ Council (TMC)
Australian Department of
Industry, Tourism, and Resources

Tourism Australia

Australia Standing Committee on
Tourism (ASCOT)

Regional Tourism Organizations
Sources: Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations

Various state and territory tourism
organizations

Interrelationships

Tourism receipts (US$ millions)

National
• The Department of Industry, Tourism and Resources is the main source of tourism policy advice to the
national government.
• Tourism Australia unites four formerly separate entities (international marketing, domestic marketing,
tourism research and tourism forecasting) into a marketing organization with policy objectives
which include:
– Growth in visitor spend, ensuring spend is dispersed throughout Australia and that it is providing
economic benefits to regions and the major cities.
– A domestic marketing goal to create positive awareness of tourism activities and ensure interregional
travel is in traveler decision sets.
Cooperation
• The main two tourist destinations are Victoria and New South Wales (NSW), with each state having an
independent and unique structure.
• The Tourism Minister’s Council facilitates consultation and policy coordination among tourism Ministers
from the federal and state governments, then works alongside the Australian Standing Committee on
Tourism to help coordinate government policies.
• Since the Tourism Australia Act 2004 was signed, Tourism Australia has been required to consult with
state-level tourism authorities.
– Tourism Australia consults with a range of government and industry partners to pursue joint
marketing opportunities, share market research information and strengthen relationships for the
betterment of Australian tourism.
• The Tourism Minister’s Advisory Council’s mandate is to strengthen relationships between government
departments and industry stakeholders.
Sources: Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations, Tourism Australia Corporate Plan
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Source: EIU: Australia Country Forecast

Tourism Australia has turned government
investments into successful marketing activities
NTO budget allocations
• Tourism Australia is substantially funded by the national government, aggregating to a budget of AUD$163M (AUD$135M government
funding and AUD$28M other funding) in the 2008.1
– The budget is allocated based on the following criteria:
1) Present market performance (measured by tourism demand);
2) Tourism’s market potential;
3) Total available budget for current year;
4) Estimated costs of planned activities;
5) Financial support of third parties for marketing activities; and
6) Operating costs.
• Of the 70% of budget allocated to marketing activities, 59% of the disbursement is for advertising (radio, TV, print).1
– Notably, 5% is spent on cooperative advertising with Regional Tourism Organizations (RTOs) and 9% is spent on market research.1
– State tourism organization budgets were split evenly amongst NSW, Queensland, Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia with a
smaller focus on the Australian Capital Territory and Northern Territory.

Source: WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations
Sources: (1) Tourism in OECD Countries 2008;(2) WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations
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Australia

Tourism New South Wales interacts with
multiple regional bodies to promote the state

Australia

Key industry operators
Department of State and Regional Development (DSRD)

Commonwealth government

• Tourism New South Wales is one of the three divisions within DSRD that benefits the
tourism industry, in addition to the Small Business Development and Regional
Development divisions.

• Tourism Australia is responsible for marketing Australia
internationally and encouraging domestic tourism growth.

Tourism NSW

• Tourism Research Australia is a centralized tourism research
center that undertakes research and analysis, conducts the
National Visitor Survey and International Visitor Surveys.

• Governed by the NSW Act 1984 that provides wide scope in how Tourism NSW is to
achieve objectives and is responsible for the promotion and support of the development
of sustainable tourist destinations and experiences in NSW.

• Department of Tourism, Industry, and Resources (DITR)
provides policy advice to the government regarding issues
affecting the tourism industry.

• Tourism NSW is also responsible for providing advice to industry, government agencies
and other key stakeholders with the aim of growing international and domestic tourism.

Regional tourism organizations (14)

• Tourism NSW has overseas offices in Hong Kong, London, Los Angeles, New Zealand,
Singapore and Tokyo that collaborate with Tourism Australia and key industry partners.

• RTOs are supported by annual grants from Tourism NSW as
well as membership fees and other revenues.

Ministry of Transport

Local governments

• The main tourism responsibilities include planning / implementing NSW transport
priorities, the regulation of intrastate air routes and the regulation of commercial
tourist vehicles.

• The local governments provide a significant source of funds
in support of the tourism industry, especially in regional
areas.

• The Tourist Attraction Signposting Assessment Committee (TASAC) was formed by the
NSW government to safely and efficiently guide motorists to their destinations and
inform visitors of the range of major attractions and services available within a
destination.

• There are a variety of mechanisms employed by local
government including operating visitor information centers,
funding local RTOs, and providing services on their behalf.

– TASAC is made up of representatives from Tourism NSW, the RTA, RTOs and
the secretariat.

Industry associations

• The Ministry of Transport has a role in building attractions that are owned and operated
by the NSW government.
Events NSW
• Created to acquire and nurture events within NSW that are of significant value to their
regions and the state to develop a master calendar of events.
• This organization ensures optimal leveraging of events by working with other agencies
and the private sector.
• The government has provided base funding of $85M over three years.

• Various associations support key segments and interests
within the tourism industry.
• There are a large number of industry associations and a large
number of private sector stakeholders, but no central body
that represents the industry as a whole.
Private sector
• There are a large number of operators including travel
agents, wholesalers, transport operators, accommodations,
and others.

Strong coordination among industry stakeholders is credited for NSW’s success as a tourism destination.
Sources: New South Wales Regional Strategic Review; New South Wales Tourism Review 2008; Wellington Regional Tourism Review
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New South Wales is currently contemplating
changes to current tourism structure
The organization of NSW
• Sydney has global recognition and continues to be a strong draw for
international tourism.
• International visitor nights have increased 3.5% per year over the past seven
years which illustrates steady increases.1
• Strong tourism regions within NSW (15% of land area but 85% of visitor nights)
are distinguished from developing ones.1
• A corporate affairs group works to build awareness and positioning with industry
media and stakeholders.
• A strategic operations group manages strategic alliances with private and public
sector organizations.
• A marketing group provides project management, knowledge and planning
support for the various tourism units in an effort to build awareness of NSW’s
destinations and offerings.

Australia

Key Challenges
• There is an outspoken desire within the tourism
industry in New South Wales to have a strong,
direct influence and control over government
actions affecting tourism.
• The tourism industry is not homogeneous and the
different localities and sectors compete with each
other for tourists.
• The increase of international visitors is not evenly
distributed across the state as all locations don’t
have the equivalent level of tourism appeal.
• One criticism of Tourism NSW is that it suffers in
its marketing ability as a result of being a
government agency.

Improvement initiatives
• NSW is currently debating creating an overarching
body (NSW Tourism Council, etc.) that will have
members from all self-managing regions.
• Options are being evaluated to delegate tourism
promotion responsibilities to RTOs within selfmanaging regions whose share of government
funds will be based on their key performance
areas (e.g., increasing length of visitor stays).
• The self-managed regions are believed to be
better served by local bodies that have a stronger
understanding of the local tourism product and are
in a position to market the product effectively.

Source: Wellington Regional Tourism Review
Sources: (1) New South Wales Regional Strategic Review; (2) New South Wales Tourism Review 2008; (3) Wellington Regional Tourism Review
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The private sector is heavily involved in French
tourism activities
Industry structure

Roles and interrelationships

General
Inspection of
Tourism

Tourism
Observation,
Development,
and
Engineering

State Secretariat
for Tourism and
Consumption

National
Agency for the
HolidayVouchers

National
Council of
Tourism
Direction du
Tourisme

• MDLF is a public / private entity designed to
unite the two sectors.
– National and local public authorities are
united with the private sector to promote
France together abroad as a destination.
– The General Assembly of MDLF is made up of
1,300 organizations and is chaired by the
tourism Minister.
– As a membership organization, MDLF’s
relationship with the private sector is
contractual and informal.
• MDLF is a member of the Conseil National du
Tourisme, the advisory body to the Minister of
Tourism, and as such it functions as the voice
of tourism to the government.

National
Council for
Floral Villages

• International and domestic tourism promotion
roles are clearly defined among bodies:

25 regional delegations for
tourism (RTOs)

Department of Strategy,
Prospective, Evaluation,
and Statistics

International Affairs
Mission

Under secretariat of
Tourism Policies

Communication and New
Technologies Mission

• Maison de la France (MDLF) is the national
tourism organization under the Ministry of
Tourism, that executes its activities based on
a written contract with Direction du Tourisme,
the central government body responsible for
national tourism administration.

Under secretariat of
General Administration
and Internal Evaluation

– MDLF focuses almost all of its efforts on
marketing abroad and infrequently, markets
domestically.
– Each RTO, departmental tourism board and
tourist office carries out both domestic and
international marketing activities, the latter of
which is done via partnerships with Maison de
la France.
• The public policies established by the Tourism
Minister are implemented locally via
contractual joint projects between the
national government and individual regions.

Sources: Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations
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Tourism receipts (US$ millions)

Ministry of
Economy,
Finance, and
Employment
Maison de la
France

France

Source: EIU: France Country Forecast

France successfully aligns
its tourism participants by
building private-sector
representation into its
national tourism
organization and
contracting responsibilities
with regional tourism
organizations.

The substantial membership base of France’s NTO
reduces its reliance on government funding
National and regional tourism funding
• MDLF is financed from the government and membership fees, aggregating to a budget of €51 million. The budget is allocated
based on:
1)Present market importance;
2)Market potential;
3)Total available budget; and
4)Financial support of third parties for marketing activities.
• Due to a strong membership base, MDLF has less reliance on government funding at 54% versus the average of 85% for other
WTO countries.1
• Regional and local authorities fund regional tourism boards, departmental tourism boards, and tourist offices, resulting in €51
million collectively for international marketing activities.
– The NTO and RTOs spend equal amounts of marketing dollars on promoting France and its regions abroad.

Source: WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations

Regional tourism promotion receives substantial focus, as the marketing budgets of RTOs rival that of
the national tourism body.
Sources: (1) WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations
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France

Mexico’s Ministry of Tourism shares a leadership
role with the private investment body
Industry structure
National Fund to Promote
Tourism (FONATUR)

Promotional Council

Tourism Operation

Tourism Planning

Ministry of Tourism (SECTUR)

Quality and Innovation

Mexico Tourism Board

Tourism Research Centre
(CESTUR)

Sources: Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; Primary research

Organization
• SECTUR (public) is Mexico’s Ministry of Tourism, which appoints the presidents of both FONATUR and the
Promotional Council for Tourism.
– SECTUR’s mandate is to design, coordinate and implement tourism policy, and it works alongside state tourism
authorities to accomplish these goals.
– Funding is sourced from the federal government and FONATUR.
• FONATUR is a national body funded by its own revenues and federal government resources whose key role is to
develop and manage centrally-planned tourism centers (e.g., Cancun) via infrastructure development and private
investment attraction.
• A joint venture with private institutions and the national government created the Promotional Council, which
operates with government resources supported by private representation markets Mexico to all regions
– As 83% of tourism is domestic, the Promotional Council markets Mexico both domestically and internationally.
Training, funding, and research
• Each state has its own tourism body, which conducts research; however a national organization (CESTUR) provides
support in this regard.
• Fonatur membership fees funded developments for specific tourism products (e.g., hotels, restaurants, etc.).
• National and state-level governments allocate less than 1% of their total budget to tourism, and federal funds are
fees matched by FONATUR and the 31 other federal bodies in the country.
• A duty paid by visitors upon entry into Mexico funds the Mexico Tourism Board’s promotional campaigns, along with
a 2% hotel tax.
• Tourism organizations have been coordinating more often than in the past, when there was more emphasis on
working independently.
– The industry is looking to implement formal ways to cooperate across the industry.
• The Ministry of Tourism has established a program in partnership with the Ministry of Public Education to encourage
a culture of permanent training to address labour issues in the tourism industry.
Sources: Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; Primary research
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Source: EIU: Mexico Country Forecast

Mexico

Research and training tools have encouraged
entrepreneurship and product development in NZ

New
Zealand

Industry structure
New Zealand Trade and
Enterprise

Ministry of Economic
Development
Ministry for the
Environment
Policy Team

Ministry of Tourism

Research Team

Major Events Team

Source: Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; Primary research

Tourism New Zealand
(TNZ)

Qualmark

i-SITE Network

RTOs

Tourism Associations
(TIANZ, etc.)

Tourism Operators

Roles and interrelationships
National
• Tourism New Zealand (TNZ) is a Crown Corporation functioning with a private board as the
country’s national tourism organization.
• The Policy Team of the Ministry of Tourism is the main advisor to the national government,
channeling concerns from industry participants.
– TNZ plays a supporting role in lobbying the national government.
• TNZ is the sole research provider for the industry; its other roles include international tourism
marketing and quality management, executed through a partnership with Qualmark, marking the
only role that TNZ plays in domestic tourism.
– TNZ does not focus on product development, but indirectly influences it by rewarding innovative
and high-potential products with international advertising in its campaigns.
Regional
• New Zealand does not segment its tourism activities at the provincial level, instead distinguishing
responsibilities at the national and regional levels.
• At the local level, regional promotion is handled by New Zealand’s 31 RTOs, which have historically
focused on destination marketing. Currently, they are reorienting towards a broader destination
management role (where resources permit), in line with the national tourism strategy.1
• Regional Tourism Organization’s (RTOs) members have networking opportunities, product
distribution advantages, anticipated access to an upcoming government accreditation database,
advertising, training, meetings, national branding, etc.
• There are roughly 18,000 tourism businesses operating in New Zealand, few of which have more
than 50 employees.2
Sources: (1) Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; (2) Primary research
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Source: EIU: New Zealand Country Forecast

Local
Government

The Tourism Industry Association of New Zealand
has been the leader of industry change

New
Zealand

Funding New Zealand’s RTOs
• TNZ does not provide significant financial support for RTOs aside from minor grants related to a specific focus.
– A joint project between the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Tourism aims to provide selected RTOs funding for sustainable
tourism initiatives.
• 10 RTOs are profitable enough (via membership and brochure revenues) to be self-sufficient and not require funding.1
– All others receive financing equivalent to their operating deficit from their local government, raised from property taxes, on average
financing 77% of an RTO’s total budget.1
– Six RTOs receive a portion of their funding from a targeted tourism tax or a broader economic development tax imposed on commercially
zoned property.1
• Most RTOs raise funds via voluntary industry partnership programs and campaigns (brochure advertising, international marketing group
participation, etc.).
• In Queenstown, all tourism businesses pay a compulsory tourism tax, each then becoming a formal member of the RTO.
– This funding has increased to a point where some member services (e.g., training programs) can be offered at no additional charge.
– This structure works well in Queenstown because of the tourism contribution to GDP, and almost all taxpayers derive some benefits
from tourism.
Change initiatives
• Up until the late 1990s, the tourism industry had little guidance from government
and was left predominantly to market forces.
• The Tourism Industry Association of New Zealand (TIANZ) initiated and led change
for the entire industry by formulating a new tourism strategy, out of which the
Regional Tourism Organization of New Zealand was formed.
• New Zealand Trade and Enterprise offers tourism businesses access to its
development programs in order to develop necessary skills for competitiveness.

Recent industry changes have given greater importance to
regional tourism management, and RTOs have been wellreceived and supported by industry operators.
Source: (1) Primary research
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Sources: Primary research

Training and accreditation have motivated
business development and quality improvement

New
Zealand

Strengths of New Zealand’s industry structure and roles
Marketing

Product innovation and global competitiveness

• The fragmentation and relatively small size of individual
operators means that only the top few can engage in
large-scale advertising, such as television placements.

• New Zealand’s NTOs and RTOs do not fund new product development; instead, taking note
of world-class products post-development and promoting them internationally as part of
national campaigns.

• Overseas advertising is handled by Tourism New
Zealand, with infrequent co-operative international
advertising campaigns in Australia executed by TNZ and
an RTO.

– This structure ensures that tourism operators are responsible for product development and
the potential for free international advertising is incentive to create high-potential tourism
offerings.

• Roles are clearly delineated, resulting in consistent
brand messaging and very minimal overlap of
responsibilities (e.g., target market advertising).
• RTOs, TNZ, and TIANZ run various networking events
and seminars to unite their members.
• Some RTOs have international marketing groups where
a membership fee of NZ$5,000 - $10,000 goes towards
the RTO’s international marketing budget, and members
receive preferential exposure in trade events, media
hosting, and collateral, as well as assistance in
packaging product.
Entrepreneurship, labour, and management skills
• The federal government gives entrepreneurs the tools to
run a successful business, which encourages
sustainability of both skills and product development.
• Economic development agencies (EDAs) receive funding
from a central government agency (New Zealand Trade
and Enterprise), which contract out training programs to
local providers.
• Some of these programs focus on business
development, while others are more tourism-specific to
enable tourism operators to develop the skills needed to
be successful and offer high-potential tourism products.
• RTO involvement is less direct, acting as facilitators to
the training processes (e.g., distributing information to
members, etc.).

– The setup also results in tourism budgets being allocated wisely by promoting proven
products with a lower risk profile.
• The NZ Tourism Awards aim to encourage constant improvement and innovation, and have
significant support by TNZ. RTOs encourage and sometimes facilitate entries in the
awards, and some distribute local awards themselves or through Chamber of Commerce
business awards, which functions as an intermediate step for developing operators to then
apply for a national award.
Issue advocacy
• Increasing numbers of RTOs are becoming involved in coordinating submissions on major
destination issues; however, there typically is not a dedicated employee for this purpose,
and responsibility typically resides with the CEO.
Performance measurement
• New Zealand’s RTOs are moving away from the traditional performance measures tied to
growth in regional tourism statistics.
• Instead, performance is being measured by outputs, website statistics, campaign response
rates, and against industry growth targets.
• TNZ has now included a sustainability component in its performance measures, and
individual operators wanting to participate in TNZ’s offshore activities are required to
be accredited.
• RTOs are encouraging its members to become accredited, with prioritized treatment in
marketing materials as incentives.
• Accreditation for most of the travel industry falls under the sole responsibility of Qualmark
NZ, which develops industry standards. NZ is seen by others (which have multiple
accreditation systems) as a best-practice jurisdiction for consistent operating and
performance standards.

New Zealand has publicly-developed training tools and standards which encourage innovation and quality
improvement in the private sector.
Source: Primary research
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Three national tourism organizations work
cooperatively to promote the United Kingdom

United
Kingdom

Industry structure

Scottish Executive

Visit Scotland

Welsh Assembly

Department for Culture,
Media, and Sport

Visit Wales

Greater London
Authority
London
Development
Agency

Visit Britain
Enjoy England

VisitLondon
14 Regional Hubs

4 Regional Partnerships

Advisory committee

Department for Business
Enterprise and Regulatory
Reform
9 Regional Development
Agencies

9 Regional Bodies

Regional / Local Marketing and
Tourist Information Centres
120 DMOs

Industry
Sources: Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations

Roles and interrelationships
Organization facts
• The Scottish and Welsh parliaments fund their own tourist boards, which serve to
promote tourism both overseas and domestically.
• Visit Britain, the UK’s fully-public NTO, is accountable to the Scottish, Welsh, and UK
Parliaments, which ensures that the interests of all parties are considered.
• International and domestic marketing roles are clearly defined: Visit Britain has the
responsibility of promoting Great Britain overseas, promoting England to Scotland,
Wales, and Northern Ireland, and advising the government on matters affecting
tourism in the region.
– Enjoy England has authority over domestic marketing; this structure avoids overlap
with regards to international and domestic marketing responsibilities.
• Visit Britain utilizes research data to analyze demand, assesses its market
effectiveness, measures trends, and studies branding.
Sources: Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations
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Source: EIU: United Kingdom Country Forecast

Britain’s NTO dedicates almost 50% of its
national tourism budget to partnership marketing

United
Kingdom

Funding and cooperative efforts among tourism participants
• Visit Britain’s funding comes from the national government, with public sources contributing to 73% of total budget.1
• Visit Britain dedicates almost half of its budget to partnering initiatives with other organizations.
• The three NTOs work cooperatively via Memoranda of Understanding, benefitting all parties through better coordination and role clarity. The
RDAs are responsible for both international and domestic marketing, and are funded by the national governments.
• RDA mandates are executed via regional tourist boards or regional delivery bodies which work cooperatively with no legal relationship.
• Visit Britain meets regularly with tourism board and RDA stakeholders to consult on planning and strategy development and works closely on
joint marketing and other initiatives with the industry through the Tourism Boards Marketing Group.
• Interaction occurs frequently between Visit Britain and the private sector with regards to strategic issues through an advisory committee, which
offers services and marketing opportunities to the industry.
• The Tourism Industry Emergency Response Group was formed by Visit Britain to respond to crises affecting the industry.
Key performance indicators
Quantitative measures relating to the following
are used for both international and domestic
tourism targets, as detailed in Appendix D:
•Return on investment;
•Target incremental annual visitor spending;
•Regional spread of visitors;
•Seasonal spread of tourist receipts;
•Customer service standards measured through
customer contact standards scores;
•Customer database enrolment;
•E-newsletter click-through rates;
•Online registrations;
•Website visitors; and
•Infrastructure expenditure.
Source: WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations

The UK exhibits best practice elements in aligning tourism operators and centralizing research, which are
facilitated by cooperation among organizations.
Sources: (1) Tourism in OECD Countries 2008; (2) WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations
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A Crown corporation in BC has positioned the
province to be a leader in tourism development
Tourism roles in BC

British
Columbia

Funding and marketing

• Tourism BC (TBC) is a Crown
Corporation which is unique in its
performance-based funding, a largely
private board, and full financial
management and authority of itself.

• With its funds, TBC funds only a single designated DMO per region for a total of 6 DMOs that are
part of the partnership and works with 143 communities more generally, which encourages
collaboration and cooperation for the greater good of a tourism region.

• The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the
Arts reports to Ministry of Tourism
Sports and Arts and plays only a minor
role in the daily operations of products,
instead fulfilling strategic, regulatory,
research, and infrastructure roles.

– TBC directly integrates with six large DMOs and asks in exchange for funding that they work
together with smaller DMOs to ensure non-duplication of resources and greater communication.

• TBC communicates a single message to
all markets, as globalization is blurring
the lines between domestic and
international markets and access to
promotional materials.
• Advocacy is handled by the Council of
Tourism Associations, which works
closely with Tourism BC on a variety
of initiatives.

– Because of their relationships with TBC, DMOs make sure to align their campaigns with TBC to
ensure efficient uses of resources.

• TBC secures a stable funding stream from 3% of hotel RST (which is 2% higher than PST).
– These contributions are channeled by the hotels through the Ministry of Finance’s consolidated
funds in an account earmarked for TBC, then back to TBC (with a six-week turnaround).
– TBC allocates its funds based on business case development and project need, ensuring
disbursements are in line with its strategic plan for the province as a whole.
• The Hotel Room Tax Act enables hotels to levy up to an additional 2% on hotel room nights to fund
their regional tourism organization without modifying the existing Municipal acts.
– Again, these monies are remitted to the Ministry of Finance and flow to local DMOs, who are
accountable to their municipality.

• Training is executed via TBC’s SuperHost
programs, an industry association
(Go2), and LinkBC, which connects
colleges and universities with TBC.
– Training and labour development is
largely industry-led and supported with
government funding through Tourism
BC.

Source: Tourism BC Annual Report 2007-08

Tourism BC funds nearly its entire budget from hotel RST and program revenue, and allocates these funds to
promoting a unified message through its own efforts and cooperative activities with regions.
Sources: Primary research; Tourism BC; Tourism BC Annual Report 2007-08
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Quebec’s tourism training programs align with
quality standards expectations
Quebec
• Legislation enacted in 1979 created 22 regional tourism associations (RTAs) independent of the
government, to which the Ministry of Tourism grants funding on an annual basis ($10M total).
• Collectively these RTAs have access to $75M, of which Quebec mandates that a maximum of 25% can be
spent on product development initiatives, ensuring that the majority is allocated for marketing activities.
–RTAs create materials for Quebec and northeastern U.S. states.
• Lodging taxes contribute $45M to the RTAs and amount to $2 per room night (or 3% in Quebec City
and Montreal).
–These funds are collected by the hotel and remitted to the Ministry of Finance and then redistributed
proportionally to the RTAs in which the fees were collected (after a 2% administration fee).
–If an RTA opts-in to the lodging tax, all hotels within the RTA must collect and remit the fees.
–GST is added to the lodging tax, and then QST is charged on top of the lodging tax and the GST.
• The Association of Associations is an umbrella organization made up of Quebec’s tourism associations and
collects membership fees to implement programs and lobby on behalf of the industry.
–A key initiative of this group has been way-finding programs: $3M is spent annually managing blue tourism
highway signage.
• In 2006, a quality program was launched by the provincial government which provided training to industry
bodies in order to encourage compliance with eight ISO norms in tourism.
–This program is made up of Ministry of Tourism courses, which are funded by the government, tourism
associations and fees.
–It ensures that education aligns with quality standards so that tourism products and businesses have
comparable service and performance levels.
Quebec’s RTAs receive independent funding streams via provincial legislation; however, use of
these contributions is mandated by the Ministry of Tourism.
30
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Quebec

Georgia’s RTOs coordinate their branding and
marketing with the Ministry of Tourism
Georgia
• The Ministry of Tourism, alongside the Ministry of Trade and Ministry of Industry, reports to the
Georgia Department of Economic Development.
• There are six regional tourism organizations created that span the state.
–Each regional organization has regional operators and tourism bureaus that are funded by respective
cities and counties.
• The state has created a marketing campaign, “Discover Georgia,” that is promoted nationally and
internationally, as well as within Georgia.
–Regional organizations are expected to align their messaging with the slogan “Discover Atlanta,”
“Discover Savannah,” etc.
• Market research is coordinated at the state level to avoid redundancy of efforts among regions.
• The state has recently increased coordination amongst tourism operators through familiarization tours
for journalists and writers.
–Uniting towards a common purpose of increasing positive tourism reviews and revenue is a significant
incentive to encourage alignment.

Georgia coordinates state-level activities with those of its regions through central control
of tourism organizations by way of funding and marketing support.
Sources: Primary research
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Georgia

Analysis of best practice non-tourism industry
structures
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The agriculture industry is effective in its ability to
unite with one voice to garner political attention
Industry structure
Government of Canada

National marketing boards

Government of Ontario

Canadian Food Inspection
Agency

Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada

Provincial marketing boards

OMAFRA

National associations

Canadian Farm Business
Management Council

Provincial associations

University of Guelph

Industry
Sources: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada; Primary research

Characteristics of the industry’s functionality and funding
General findings
• Like tourism, the agriculture industry is a substantial contributor to Ontario’s economy and its profitability is largely influenced by economic conditions.
– The industry also parallels tourism in that it is highly fragmented, with many small and geographically dispersed operators.
– However, agriculture has historically had more importance than tourism and may occupy a more premier position in current government.
• Marketing boards are formed out of provincial legislation, which defines the unique roles and powers of each.
• Associations exist which unite operators either by geography or product (e.g., Ontario Produce Marketing Association), with voluntary membership.
• Cooperation is enabled through alliances of convenience (e.g., geographic proximity, such as the cluster of associations and operators in Guelph, ON).
– Communication is facilitated to combat duplication of efforts in marketing or inconsistent messaging.
– The University of Guelph works closely with associations and OMAFRA, conducting centralized research and development activities for the industry.
Role of government and private-sector involvement
• Agricultural policy is oriented toward developing the tools necessary to succeed - the government acts as an enabler, empowering operators with the skills
and resources to success (e.g., through OMAFRA’s rural economic development resources).
– These resources include raising awareness of the various sources of funding, creating planning kits, etc.
– OMAFRA’s role includes improving products, not to creating them; instead, product development occurs at the regional / local level.
• The government often acts as a subsidizer and defender of the industry.
• The agriculture industry is perhaps most effective in its ability to unite with one voice as it relates to getting political attention, especially considering the
relatively small size of its workforce.

The agriculture industry has best practice elements relating to the
alignment of participants and research execution.
Sources: OMAFRA Rural Economic Development Resources; Primary research
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Airline industry participants have clearly defined
roles to avoid duplication of activities
Industry structure
Government of Canada

Regional Airport Authorities
Air Transport Association
of Canada

Transport Canada
Airlines Division

Canadian Transportation Agency

Canadian Transportation
Research Forum
NAV CANADA*

Canadian Air Transport Security
Authority

Aviation Community

Aerospace Industries
Association of Canada*
Canadian Aviation
Business Association

Canadian Aviation Regulations
Advisory Council
Sources: Transport Canada; Canadian Air Transport Security Authority; Greater Toronto Airports Authority; Canadian Transportation Research Forum

Canadian Transportation
Research Forum

Roles and interrelationships
• Transport Canada’s (TC) Airlines Division develops and administers policies, regulations, and
programs to support the industry.
• Research is conducted by Transport Canada, as well as the Canadian Transportation Research
Forum, an industry association; this centralized research services the aggregate industry.
– TC’s R&D is funded internally, supplemented by federal and provincial public and private sources.
• The Canadian Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA) is a Crown Corporation which interacts with
industry operators and customers by offering educational material on air travel.
– The Board incorporates both private and public-sector representation, consisting of a Minister of
Transport-appointed chair, and airline- and airport-nominated representatives.
Roles of the public and private sectors
• The public and private sectors are united via the Canadian Aviation Regulations Advisory Council, a
joint undertaking of industry and government designed to be the voice of the aviation community.
– The Council includes representation from labour and management, manufacturing, and operating
organizations and associations.
• Regional airport authorities (such as the Winnipeg Airports Authority) manage and operate airports,
a task previously handled by government.
Sources: Transport Canada; Canadian Air Transport Security Authority; Greater Toronto Airports Authority
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Source: Transport Canada Annual Review 2006-2007

The Canadian Dairy Commission (CDC) is a strong
umbrella organization coordinating the industry
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

Canadian Dairy
Network

Canadian Dairy
Commission

Canadian Food Inspection
Agency

Dairy Processors Association
of Canada

Canadian Milk Supply
Management Committee

Producers

Provincial marketing
boards

Processors

Dairy Farmers
of Canada

Canadian Dairy Information
Centre

Universities

Federal research
centres

Sources: Canadian Dairy Commission Annual Report 2005-2006; Dairy Processors Association of Canada; Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada: Canadian Dairy Industry Profile
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Provincial research
centres

The provincial dairy industries promote products
with a single, consistent brand
National and provincial responsibilities in the dairy industry
National responsibilities
• Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada’s mandate includes research, product and
policy development, promotion and program administration.
• The Canadian Food Inspection Agency handles product standards, labeling,
and health and safety issues, working directly with operators in the industry.
• The primary role of the CDC is to act as a facilitator for industry operations,
and as such, it works closely with provincial marketing boards, operators, and
advises the minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food for Canada on dairy issues.
• The National Milk Marketing Plan outlines the responsibilities and jurisdictions
of the federal and provincial governments.
– The federal government has jurisdiction over the industrial milk market, while
each province is responsible for fluid milk.
• The Dairy Farmers of Canada is a federation of dairy producers’ associations,
provincial marketing boards, and other organizations.
– The federation acts as the voice for the national dairy industry, promotes and
coordinates the interests of producers and facilitates collaboration as it
relates to government lobbying.
– Greater lobbying power is achieved through the pooling of efforts, funds, and
issues into one organization, which has proven to be effective in Canada.
Provincial responsibilities
• OMAFRA’s Farm Products Marketing Commission acts as a supervisor at the
provincial level in Ontario, enabled by the Milk Act.
• Production and marketing of milk is governed by each province’s marketing
boards and agencies.
– Some marketing authorities function as elected producer boards, which are
funded by producers, such as the Dairy Farmers of Ontario.
– Alongside this producer organization, a government body, the Farm Products
Marketing Committee oversees the dairy industry in Ontario.
– Centralization of branding and marketing results in a strong, unified, and
consistent message communicated to consumers.
• Associations are self-funding bodies, such as the Dairy Farmers of Ontario.

The CDC as the facilitating industry body
• The primary role of the CDC, a Crown Corporation, is to act as a
facilitator for industry operations, and as such, it works closely with
provincial marketing boards, operators and advises the minister of
Agriculture and Agri-Food for Canada on dairy issues.
• It provides leadership, advice and analysis to the industry through its
chairmanship of the CMSMC by operating in close cooperation with
national and provincial stakeholders and governments.
• The CDC supports the industry by advising on revenue pooling and
market sharing systems (including quotas) as well as administering the
respective financial mechanisms required by each, which are set out in
specific agreements.
• Another responsibility of the CDC includes the issuance of permits which
allow access to competitively-priced ingredients and the ability to export,
as well as audits of permit-holders.
• The CDC’s marketing role is executed via the development of programs
and services aimed to encourage food manufacturers to increase their
use of dairy ingredients in their products.
• An additional facilitating role that the CDC is involved with is to
harmonize audit procedures for dairy plants and policies.
• Strategic and operational goals are set via specific and measurable
objectives, with key components detailed and assessed for percentcompletion annually.
– The CDC’s strategic goals include harmonizing dairy policies and uniting
industry stakeholders.
• The Canadian Milk Supply Management Committee (CMSMC) is chaired
by the CDC and functions to administer the National Milk Marketing Plan
and supervise the provinces, while the CDC is the Plan’s national
facilitator, aiming to build consensus among all parties.
– Additionally, the CMSMC is the national policy development body, which
is comprised of national consumer and producer organizations and meet
five times a year to discuss production, economic, and marketing issues
relevant to the dairy industry.
– The CMSMC also reviews and monitors various CDC operations, including
marketing, promotion and provincial quotas.

Effective alignment of dairy industry participants facilitates cooperation, resulting in strong branding.
Source: Canadian Dairy Commission Annual Report 2005-2006; Agriculture and Agr-Food Canada: Canadian Dairy Industry Profile
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An industry association is the central research and
training administrator in Canadian gaming
Industry structure

Ontario Ministry of Culture

Canadian Gaming Association

Ontario Trillium Foundation

Canadian Gaming Centre of
Excellence

Ontario Ministry of Public
Infrastructure Renewal
Ontario Lottery and Gaming
Alcohol and Gaming Commission
of Ontario

Industry
Sources: Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation; Canadian Gaming Association, Canadian Gaming Centre of Excellence

Interrelationships
• The Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) is the industry’s regulatory body, developing and enforcing policy related to
racetracks, charity gaming, casinos and lotteries.
• Ontario Lottery and Gaming (OLG) is a Crown Corporation which manages the province’s lottery and gaming products.
– OLG generates revenue for the Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF), which then funds provincial public services, including tourism through its
community development programs.
• The Canadian Gaming Association (CGA) is the industry’s voice and information sharing medium.
– It has established relationships with government and private-sector stakeholders, advocating for the industry and bringing attention to its
issues.
– The CGA has a key role in research and industry reporting, facilitating knowledge sharing and coordination by publishing statistics and
studies for the benefit of the industry.
• The Canadian Gaming Centre of Excellence is administered by the CGA, and it offers training and development tools for the industry, as
well as networking events to facilitate cooperation and idea sharing.

The private sector leads research and training activities, providing operators and other participants with the
tools to function effectively and succeed.
Sources: Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation; Canadian Gaming Association; Canadian Gaming Centre of Excellence; Ontario Trillium Foundation; Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario
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Summary of industry structure best practices
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Several key best practice themes emerged as a
result of studying other industry structures
Scope of best practice analysis
In examining the roles, functions, and interrelationships in other tourism jurisdictions and non-tourism
industries, best practices from each are apparent. The best practices from the jurisdictions and
industries shown in appendix E can be summarized into five key themes that address the eight areas of
concern identified by MTOUR. While no single jurisdiction has a model in place that is exactly suited for
Ontario’s unique tourism industry, there are strategies from each that could potentially be extended or
modified to align with the needs of Ontario.

1

2

3

4

5
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Alignment
Cooperation and coordination amongst industry stakeholders, both private and public

Training
Strategies and programs for labour and management skill development

Research and innovation
Coordinated and relevant information created and shared , and product development encouraged

Marketing
Clearly delineated and effective roles of provincial, regional, and local agencies

Funding
Sustainable streams of funding allowing each industry stakeholder to pursue its strategy
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Ontario should focus on its tourism alignment,
training, and marketing activities
Characteristic

Best-practice

Ontario

Alignment

• BC Ministry of Tourism and Tourism BC support a single DMO per region by
distributing funding selectively to encourage collaboration.
• Quebec legislated the regional tourism associations and ensures that the designated
DMO for the region retains power through funding.
• The Tourism Industry Association of New Zealand acts as the industry’s voice and has
been the catalyst for recent change.
• National and local authorities are united with the private sector through Maison de la
France to achieve common goals.
• The UK has created formal memoranda of understanding among parties to ensure its
national tourism organizations have aligned strategies.
• VisitBritain meets regularly with the national tourism board and other stakeholders to
consult on planning and strategy development.
• Many small agriculture and dairy stakeholders are effective in uniting together and
garnering the attention of government.

• Multiple DMOs exist in certain regions of the
province which result in duplicated efforts.
• There are currently many voices within the
tourism industry.
– There is not a strong industry association,
resulting in a variety of issues from groups
with competing agendas.

Training

• Quebec’s Ministry of Tourism aligns its courses to the eight tourism ISO standards,
ensuring consistency and structure across offerings and tourism operations.
• New Zealand offers training courses and structures rewards to encourage
entrepreneurship (e.g., via international advertising).
• Link BC represents 20 universities and colleges that collaborate to produce
standardized courses and accreditation standards.
– Link BC also has many front-line training and accreditation courses through Emerit.

• Only a handful of post-secondary institutions
offer tourism training programs which address
the current management shortage issue.
• Front-line labour courses are currently not
robust enough to address impending labour
shortage.
• View of tourism as a career currently not held
by many students as there is a lack of
secondary-level tourism education and no
widespread accreditation programs.

Marketing

• Tourism BC has a largely private board, and does not play a direct role in regional
marketing initiatives; instead, it supports DMOs to ensure a consistent brand.
• Partnership Australia is a cooperative national marketing venture between state
tourism bodies to unite international marketing efforts, providing a consistent and
coordinated message to target markets.
• The dairy industry organizes all efforts into marketing on a provincial level and has
executed many strong campaigns.

• There is overlap in marketing roles: the
provincial marketing agency promotes Ontario
domestically and internationally, and regions
and cities promote themselves to
both markets.
• The provincial marketing agency, regions, and
cities need to better communicate and
coordinate efforts.
– This results in inconsistent branding.
• The provincial marketing agency is too
expensive for smaller DMOs to access.
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Ontario can look to other tourism and non-tourism
industries to structure its research and funding
Characteristic
Research and
innovation

Best-practice
• Tourism New Zealand is the sole tourism market research provider for the
country and disperses the market research information to the
tourism industry.
– TNZ also schedules networking events and seminars to bring stakeholders
across the industry closer together, facilitating information sharing.

Ontario
• Research is conducted by many
stakeholders at many different levels.
• The industry needs better
coordination and information sharing
among stakeholders.

• Tourism BC has facilitated knowledge sharing between DMOs and universities
through discussion forums and disseminated through the Link BC website.
• VisitBritain is centrally responsible for collecting research data to analyze
demand, assess its market effectiveness, measure trends and study branding.
• The Canadian Gaming Association has a key role in research and industry
reporting by publishing statistics and studies for the benefit of the industry
and to improve overall profitability of the industry.
• Research in the aviation industry is conducted primarily by Transport Canada,
with funding provided by federal and provincial governments as well as private
industry stakeholders.
• The agriculture industry has nurtured a partnership with the University of
Guelph with the aim of conducting academic research and integrating both
parties in product development.
Funding

• Mexico levies international visitors when boarding at any hotel in the country.
• Provincial legislation in Quebec and BC allows hotels to collect a DMF, which
channels through the Ministry of Finance that is earmarked for DMOs.
• Tourism BC receives the majority of its funding via a portion of hotel RST,
which is mandatory and legislated provincially.
– This stream of funding is greater than what DMOs receive, ensuring that the
province has more funding, and therefore more resources, than a single
region.
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• DMOs do not have stable or
sustainable streams of funding.
• The provincial marketing agency
relies heavily on public funding.
• Some regions charge DMFs while
others do not, resulting in
inconsistencies for travelers.

Tourism industry structure best practice
tactics
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Tactical steps can be taken to implement elements of
industry structure best practice into Ontario tourism
There are several best practice industry structure tactics that Ontario could consider implementing through alternative models:
•The assessment of Ontario’s existing tourism industry structure and the review of global models identified several best practice themes and
supporting tactics that are aligned with OTCS’ organizing principles.
•When layered together and adopted to varying degrees, the best practice tactics combine to present a series of alternative tourism industry
structure models that address several of Ontario’s key challenges.

OTCS organizing
principles
1

The Industry

2

The Market

3

The People

4

The Product

5

The Story

6

The Tools

Tourism industry structure
best practice themes
Alignment
Cooperation and coordination
amongst industry
stakeholders, both private and
public

1

Create an effective
network of DMOs

2

Improve labour and
management skill
development

3

Encourage
entrepreneurship and
product development

4

Coordinate industry-wide
research activities

Marketing
Clearly delineated and
effective roles of provincial,
regional, and local agencies

5

Improve collaboration of
marketing efforts

Funding

6

Stronger provincial
marketing agency (PMA)
governance and funding

Training
Strategies and programs for
labour and management skill
development
Research and innovation
Coordinated and relevant
information created and
shared , and product
development encouraged

Sustainable streams of
funding allowing each
industry stakeholder to
pursue its strategy
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Tactic 1: Create a strong network of DMOs
Context / rationale

Benefits

• Some regions host multiple DMOs.
• Resources could be used more effectively with greater coordination of efforts.

• It would unite tourism stakeholders in a particular region
under a single organization, facilitating improved
communication, pooled funding, encouraging improved
collaboration and eliminating redundancies.

• Coordination of marketing, product development and public-private interaction
is simpler with fewer DMOs.

• It provides a harmonized ‘voice’ for a region that is more
effective, credible and providing a consistent message.

• Little accountability / poor definition of responsibility for DMF collection.

• One DMO per region would reduce complexity by reducing the
number of memberships that operators have the option
to join.
• Greater accountability measures will be ensured through
accreditation.

Components

Considerations

• Implement a DMO accreditation program that models desired DMO structuring
and behaviors (including preference that the DMO represents most or all
tourism participants in a region.

• Specific interim steps would need to be determined to create
a strong DMO network.
• Government, industry and DMOs need to coordinate efforts to
determine appropriate definition of regions.

• Encourage adoption of accreditation program and access to research and
training support only for accredited DMOs.

• The DMOs with the greatest funds may not be motivated to
work with others in their respective region.

• Establish interregional DMO council via MTOUR to facilitate:
– Collaboration and knowledge sharing; and
– Partnering.
• Facilitate knowledge sharing and collaboration through regularly scheduled
meetings of representatives from regional DMOs and an online knowledge
exchange portal that would be available for posting research findings, planned
marketing initiatives and other best practices.

Case studies

• BC Ministry of Tourism and Tourism BC support a single DMO
per region by distributing funding selectively to encourage
collective efforts in marketing product linking.
• BC has passed the provincial Additional Hotel Room Tax Act
which allows hotels to charge up to a 2% DMF.
– The province’s Ministry of Finance places the funds in its
consolidated revenue account, earmarks them, and forward
to the respective municipalities to distribute to their DMOs.
• Quebec’s regional tourism associations were created by
provincial legislation, and the designated RTA for a region
retains power through its sustainable funding source.
• Quebec’s provincial legislation allows hotels to collect a
lodging tax which channels through the Ministry of Finance
and back to DMOs.

Sources: Primary research
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Tactic 2: Improve labour and management skill
development
Context / rationale

Benefits

• The major labour issues currently facing Ontario are in
developing frontline employees into management and
attracting managers from outside tourism to join the industry.

• Industry-specific courses would improve
management level skills in the workforce
and would further motivate employees.

• Formal education and leaders sharing best practices has
traditionally been an area for improvement within the industry.

• Increased standardization of skill
evaluation would create more productive
employees.

Components
• The first step is the creation of a standing committee with
representation from tourism specific training institutions, the
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities, OTEC, heads of
hospitality, MTOUR and industry representatives is required.

Considerations

– It would be necessary for MTOUR to fund the committee in an
ongoing basis to ensure sustainability and quality curricula.
• Universities and colleges would need to be responsible for
delivery of curriculum that will enable appropriate content and
accessibility.
– Materials should be created and made available online to aid
access to resources for organizations in remote regions.
– Educational institutions would deliver standardized materials
regarding tourism industry best-practices.
– Intensive one-to-two week courses could be made available in
major tourism centers to provide accreditation.
– Courses could be eligible for credits towards achieving a quality
standards certification for the individual and / or business.
• Labour development will need to involve leaders from other
jurisdictions sharing best practices through courses.

Sources: Link BC; Primary research
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• This would increase exposure relative to
other industries which would encourage
greater numbers of employees to enter
the tourism industry.

• Management skills training will need to
be tourism industry specific due to high
numbers of management staff hired with
non-tourism backgrounds / training.
• There are many educational institutions
in place offering specialized tourism
courses / programs.

Case studies

• Link BC represents 20 universities and
colleges that collaborate to produce
standardized courses and accreditation
quality standards.
• Link BC has many training programs
and courses.
– There are skills certificate programs that
provide accreditation such as Foodsafe,
Serving It Right, SuperHost.
– There are also national certification
programs through Emerit that challenge
individuals to demonstrate they have
mastery of required skills and met the
standards expected in their profession.

Tactic 3: Encourage entrepreneurship and product
development
Context / rationale
• There is currently a lack of support for entrepreneurs within
Ontario and consequently there is lack of new product
development regarding product.
• New product development is currently less efficient as
entrepreneurs need to interact with multiple bodies.

Benefits

• Market research would be leveraged
effectively for local entrepreneurs that
would enable high product success rates.

Considerations

• Funding may continue to be reliant on
government contributions.
• Material needs to be relevant and of high
quality.
• Without effective product development,
industry organization issues are irrelevant.
• MTOUR is currently involved in product
development.

Case studies

• Quebec allocates up to 25% of marketing
funds for product development.
• NZ has many systems that together
encourage product development and
entrepreneurship.
– The national tourism organization takes
note of world-class products postdevelopment and promotes them
internationally as a component of broader
campaigns.
– Tourism awards aim to encourage
improvement and innovation, typically
serving as an intermediate step to receiving
national / international marketing exposure.
– The national government funds
development to meet quality standards, and
places the expectation on industry to help
fund and facilitate these initiatives by
lending the time and services of its experts.

Components
• The first component would involve conducting research that the
local DMO would leverage for dissemination to local
stakeholders regarding current product gaps and consumer
trends.
• One component is that product development and
entrepreneurial initiatives would be facilitated by organizing
information pertaining to multiple Ministerial resources and
products (MTOUR, Ministry of Culture, OMAFRA, MEDT) into a
single contact point.
– DMOs would direct entrepreneurs to this contact point, thereby
simplifying the product development processes and creating
easier access to resources.
• Additionally, product development goals would be encouraged
for DMOs to assist them to transition toward destination
management activities, such as product and entrepreneurial
development initiatives.
•

Product development initiatives would be introduced to
encourage entrepreneurs and DMOs to link private and public
products in their regions.

– Allowing greater flexibility and encouragement of those
responsible for public product to engage DMOs and industry for
innovative product offerings.
• Development of programs and resource materials for the
provincial marketing organization would be created and
accessible to entrepreneurs and product developers.
Sources: Link BC; Primary research
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Tactic 4: Coordinate industry-wide research
activities
Context / rationale

Benefits

• Many groups (MTOUR, OTMPC, DMOs, colleges and
universities, Transport Canada, Parks Canada)
collect research.

• Denser concentration of research resources would
enable more effective communication.

• There is currently difficulty obtaining the scale to
perform effective market research, given Ontario’s
tourism industry is dominated by a large number of
small to medium-sized organizations.

Components

• There would be greater rigor and independence by
working with academics, which would lend to wider
industry acceptance of research findings.
Considerations

• Assign responsibility to MTOUR for determining the
aggregate research needs of the industry,
conducting research and facilitating information
sharing among DMOs

• Ensure that costs for industry are minimal to
discourage groups from conducting their own
research.
Case studies

• Partnerships between the educational institutions
and the PMA would be established to combine
academic rigour with private sector perspective
– Its oversight / governance board would include
industry and public tourism representatives to
ensure that research is aligned with the overall
educational strategy.
• Research would be leveraged with industry
contributions, such as sponsorships or
administrative fees to cover costs of projects.
Sources: Link BC; Primary research
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• There is a need to establish that centralized
research is aligned with strategy and ensure
appropriate governance is in place for research
priorities.
• Need to ensure relevancy of research for large
cities and regional organizations and that research
has bias towards action.

– MTOUR would distribute research findings to DMOs
to avoid redundancy of efforts.
– Tourism operators would need to join a regional
DMO to access research, which would increase
membership and communication between DMOs
and operators.

• Greater leverage of Ministerial contributions in a
more effective venue that will minimize effort /
duplication through collaboration and information
sharing is feasible.
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• Tourism New Zealand is the sole tourism market
research provider for the country and disperses
information collected to industry stakeholders.
• Research in the aviation industry is conducted
primarily by Transport Canada, with funding
provided by federal and provincial governments as
well as private industry.
• OMAFRA has nurtured a partnership with the
University of Guelph with the aim of conducting
academic research and integrating both parties in
product development.
– Successful product development initiatives include
the creation of the Omega-3 egg.

Tactic 5: Improve collaboration of marketing efforts
Context / rationale

Benefits

• Domestically marketing Ontario as a province
needs to distinguish individual areas, to motivate
Ontarians to visit new regions within the province.

• Brand alignment would be encouraged.
• The PMA would be able to market a focused product
outside Ontario with a handful of targeted messages.

• Some large DMOs are directly marketing to
inbound travelers; sometimes aligned with
provincial branding.
• Small regional operators are currently having
difficulty accessing the provincial marketing
agency and its programs as costs would consume
a substantial portion of their budgets.

• Regional DMOs have intimate knowledge of their regions
and have the knowledge and potential to market more
effectively.

Considerations

• PMA would have strong relationships with DMOs to
ensure marketing program alignment.
• DMOs would lead marketing activities in their respective
regions within the province, while partnering with the
PMA and other regions to market outside of Ontario.
These activities would be leveraged by the regional DMF.

Components
• DMOs would execute regional campaigns.
• The PMA would continue to market Ontario outside
the province.
• With a DMF system that distributes funds back to
DMOs, regional campaigns would be funded
directly by the DMOs.

Case studies

– The PMA would play an advisory role regarding
regional campaigns since the DMO would have the
resources to contribute to such efforts.
– The PMA would engage in joint marketing
campaigns and could play an advisory role
regarding regional campaigns.

Sources: WTO: Public-Private Sector Cooperation; New South Wales Regional Strategic Review; Primary research
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• Tourism BC does not play a direct role in regional
marketing initiatives; instead, it supports DMOs by
providing funds and marketing tools, which ensures a
consistently branded message.
• Partnership Australia is a cooperative national marketing
venture between state tourism bodies to unite
international marketing efforts, providing a consistent
and coordinated message to target markets.
• The dairy industry organizes efforts of all operators /
associations into marketing on a provincial level and has
executed many well-received campaigns.

Tactic 6: Stronger PMA governance and funding
Context / rationale

Benefits

• Greater opportunities for partnerships with the DMOs would
result in more opportunities to build the provincial tourism brand.

• Building effective linkages and capacity in order to work with
a new, stronger network of DMOs.

• A strong, consistently branded message will benefit all regions in
the province.

• More private involvement in domestic tourism marketing
would drive partnerships and reduce reliance on public sector
funding.

• PMA efforts and resources focused on strategic marketing (ex:
branding).
• More private-sector acceptance and interaction with the PMO (ex:
Board make-up).

• The structure of Ontario’s current PMA’s board needs a
suitable mix of skills and experience, including DMO
representation.

Components

Considerations

• The PMA will set the provincial brand and provide leadership
to the DMOs in regional product development and packaging.

• MTOUR must consider the feasibility of altering the current
governance / funding.
• Predictable, on-going funding of the PMA should be considered
an important factor for success in maintaining a strong and
consistent brand message and in taking on a strategic /
leadership function.

• Funding should be sustainable and predictable for long-term
planning, programming, and partnership development.
• Adjustment to governance structure should allow the PMA to
become a stronger strategic partner with industry in terms of
marketing, product development, packaging, etc.

Case studies

• Tourism BC receives the majority of its funding via 3% of hotel
RST, which is mandatory and legislated provincially, on an ongoing (stable) basis.
– The province’s Ministry of Finance places the funds in its
consolidated revenue account, earmarks them, and forwards to
Tourism BC within 45 days of collections.
• Tourism BC is a Crown corporation requiring that at least 10 of
its 15 Board seats are occupied by private-sector representatives.
• One of the few criticisms of Tourism New South Wales is that the
organization would be more effective if it were to operate at
arm’s length from the government.

Sources: McDonald’s Corporation; Link BC; Primary research
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Implementation considerations
Fundamental implementation steps and considerations are provided to increase the likelihood of proper execution, which
could include the following:
• MTOUR and PMA approval of and support for a strong industry association would greatly lend to the execution of
training, research, and DMO cooperation across all models (see Appendix E for detail on execution).
• Municipal and regional Chambers of Commerce and BIAs would be conduits for garnering DMO support and acceptance
within respective communities.
• Coordination and communication between government agencies at national, provincial, and local levels would be
essential to properly executing any strategy.
• Well-defined and properly communicated roles and responsibilities would avoid duplicative structures and
resource consumption.
• Performance measures to set standards, gauge effectiveness, and establish operating targets will help measure the
success of implementation for all models and their associated stakeholders and champions.
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Appendices
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Appendix A: Eight unique challenge areas for
Ontario’s tourism industry
Marketing tourism products and experiences
Capacity to support the tourism industry in marketing Ontario’s tourism experiences and products at the provincial and
regional levels. To include an analysis of the organization of marketing in Ontario and any current funding challenges of key
tourism marketing players and/or structural issues that may be affecting overall and regional marketing activities.
Product innovation and global competitiveness
Capacity-related issues that may be affecting the overall ability of the tourism industry to develop innovative and globally
competitive tourism experiences and products.
Entrepreneurial development
Ability to encourage entrepreneurial development including networking, collaboration and communications (e.g., regional
level, sub-sector level).
Capability to develop business and attract investment
Capability to develop business development and investment strategies linking tourism industry players, communities, private
sector and governments.
Labour attraction and retention
Ability to support the tourism industry in attracting, training and retaining the right people with the right skills.
Management skills
Capacity to support the tourism industry in developing business level management skills at all levels of organizations that are
critical to enhancing competitiveness;
Industry advocacy
Ability to support and advocate on issues critical to the tourism industry’s success; and
Performance measures
Capability to develop performance and success measures for the tourism industry.
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Appendix B: National entities relevant to Ontario
tourism
Entity

Tourism mandate

Funding

Linkages

Industry Canada (IC)

Policy establishment, administration of BDC

National government budget

Funds tourism operators; oversees CTC and
FedNor; interacts with MTOUR

Business Development Bank of
Canada (BDC) – agency of Industry
Canada

Provides lending to tourism businesses, along with
some consulting services

National government budget

Interacts with industry

Canadian Tourism Commission (CTC)

International marketing; research and reporting

National government budget;
program sales

Shares research with other entities;
agency of Industry Canada

Transport Canada

Access infrastructure

National government budget

Interacts with MTO

Federal Economic Development
Initiative of Northern Ontario
(FedNor)

Promotes tourism growth in Northern Ontario;
funds projects and research

National government budget

Funding research partner with MTOUR and
OTMPC (northern arm)

Canadian Heritage

Promoting cultural / natural tourism products, as
well as sport

National government budget

Interacts with tourism operators (e.g.,
museums), event organizations, Ontario
Ministry of Culture

Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Manages recreational fishing industry; supports
aquaculture industry (waterways)

National government budget

Interacts with Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources

Citizenship and Immigration Canada

Manages access to Canada re: immigrants,
foreign students, visitors and temporary workers

National government budget

Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and
Immigration

Parks Canada

Overseeing natural tourism products

National government budget

Operates within Ministry of the Environment;
funding partner for MTOUR research projects

Canada Border Service Agency
(CBSA)

Access infrastructure

National government budget

Reliant on Transport Canada’s infrastructure

Canadian Council of Tourism Ministers

Coordination of interjurisdictional issues

Provincial government budgets

Comprised of provincial Ministers

Travel Industry Association of Canada
(TIAC)

Coordination of industry, advocacy group,
research

Membership fees; advertising

Represents DMOs, tourism operators, tourism
/ trade associations

Indian Affairs

Represents the interests of Native citizens

National government budget

Interacts with Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs,
NONTA, Ministry of Northern Development &
Mines

National trade associations (e.g.,
Hotel Association of Canada)

Coordination of industry, research, advocacy

Membership fees

Represent tourism operators
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Appendix B: Provincial ministries directly linked to
Ontario’s tourism industry
Entity

Tourism mandate

Funding

Linkages

Ontario Ministry of Tourism (MTOUR)

Policy establishment, product role, research role,
investment, operates provincial agencies and attractions,
funds festivals and events

Provincial government budget

Oversees / funds OTMPC; sets policy
direction; funds festivals and events;
participates in Council of Tourism
Indicators

Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership
Corporation (OTMPC)

Domestic and international marketing, co-operative
marketing support to members, provides operational
support to NORTA

MTOUR; Some revenue
generated

Reports to MTOUR, governs 18 TICs

Ontario Ministry of Finance

Sets provincial direction related to creating climate for
economic growth and job creation

Provincial government budget

All provincial ministries

Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and
Rural Affairs (OMAFRA)

Product development and funding partner to projects in
rural areas; community development

Provincial government budget

Interacts with rural municipalities and
tourism operators

Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO)

Access infrastructure, highway signage (TODS)

Provincial government budget

Interacts with Transport Canada; Runs
provincial TODS program

Ontario Ministry of Health Promotion

Managing Pan Am Game Bid; Responsibility for
recreational trails

Provincial government budget

Responsibility for tourism recreational trail
product

Ontario Ministry of Culture

Promotion of cultural tourism products, operates cultural
agencies/attractions (e.g., AGO, ROM), tourism field staff
report to Ministry of Culture

Provincial government budget

Responsible for tourism cultural attractions

Ontario Ministry of International
Investment and Trade

Promotion of investment in Ontario’s tourism products

Provincial government budget

Ministry of Culture, MTOUR, Ministry of
Finance

Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure

Infrastructure investment

Provincial government budget

All provincial ministries

Ontario Ministry of Government Services –
Service Ontario

Provides government information to business including
tourism (e.g., licensing, investment in Ontario)

Provincial government budget

Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines , OTMPC, Ministry
of Small Business and Entrepreneurship

Ontario Ministry of Small Business and
Entrepreneurship

Financing of tourism businesses

Provincial government budget

Partnering with Chambers of Commerce,
BIAs, tourism operators

Ontario Ministry of Northern Development
and Mines (MNDM) including the Northern
Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation

Economic development policy/funding programs in
Northern Ontario including tourism

Provincial government budget

Interacts with FedNor; Operates the
Northern Ontario Heritage Fund
Corporation

Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges, and
Universities

Strategic labour policy development; Training of labour
pool; funds training institutions

Provincial government budget

Interacts with Ministry of Education, OTEC,
industry

Ontario Ministry of Education

Education of labour pool

Provincial government budget

Interacts with Ministry of Training,
Colleges, and Universities, OTEC

Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and
Immigration

Services for internationally trained professionals

Provincial government budget

Interacts with Citizenship and Immigration
Canada re: access for foreign trade
workers; Ontario Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
(MNR) includes Ontario Parks

Promotion of Ontario’s natural tourism products

Provincial government budget

Interacts with Parks Canada; operates
natural tourism product
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Appendix B: Other provincial entities relevant to
Ontario tourism
Entity

Tourism mandate

Funding

Linkages

Ontario Tourism Education Council
(OTEC)

Education of labour pool, certification
training

Ministries of Education and
Training, Colleges, and
Universities; MTOUR (projectbased); program fees

Interacts with Ministries of Education
and Training, Colleges, and
Universities

Northern Ontario Native Tourism
Association (NONTA)

Coordination and promotion of Aboriginal
product in Northern Ontario; advocacy

Membership fees; some
operating from MTOUR

Interacts with Indian Affairs, Ministry
of Aboriginal Affairs, Ministry of
Tourism.

Travel Industry Association of Ontario
(TIAO)

Coordination of industry in Ontario,
advocacy

Membership fees

Represents DMOs, tourism
operators, tourism associations

Travel Industry Council of Ontario
(TICO)

Administers the Ontario Travel Industry
Act and industry-financed travel
compensation fund; advocacy

Provincial government budget

Interacts with tourism operators

Provincial trade associations

Coordination of industry, advocacy, some
research

Membership fees

Represent tourism operators
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Appendix B: Regional / local entities relevant to
Ontario tourism
Entity

Tourism mandate

Funding

Linkages

Destination Marketing Organizations
(DMOs)

Regional / local product promotion,
advocacy

OTMPC; municipalities;
membership fees; Destination
Marketing Fess in participating
areas

Interact with tourism operators,
Travel Information Centers,
TIAO, TIAC, MTOUR

Travel / Visitor Information Centers
(TICs / VICs)

Visitor interaction and product

OTMPC; municipalities; brochure
revenue

Interact with DMOs and
municipalities

Municipalities

Region and product development and
promotion

Municipal budget

Occasional creation of DMOs or
management of TICs

Universities

Research; educational programming

Provincial; Self-generated
through student fees

Ministry of Training, Colleges,
and Universities

Heads of Hospitality (Colleges)

Strategy for tourism-related educational
programs

Educational institutions

Educational institutions; Ministry
of Training, Colleges, and
Universities

Chambers of Commerce

Advocacy, product promotion

Municipal budget

Industry, municipalities

Business Improvement Areas (BIAs)

Product development and promotion

Municipal budget

DMOs, municipalities, industry

Tourism operators

Provision of tourism products and services

Self-generated revenues; grants
(OTMPC, MEDT, OMAFRA)

Interact with associations,
government bodies
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Appendix C: RTO funding in New Zealand
RTO

Total Council Funding

Total Funding

Dest. Mt Cook Mackenzie

$158,000

91.30%

Alpine Pacific Tourism

$333,881

85.80%

$389,102

Central South Island Tourism

$442,000

100.00%

$442,000

Destination Fiordland

$216,100

48.90%

$441,600

Lake Wanaka Tourism

$369,987

78.10%

$473,886

Tourism Eastland

$416,000

92.60%

$449,500

Tourism Waitaki

$422,000

91.30%

$462,000

$173,000

Tourism West Coast

$241,400

53.30%

$453,206

Visit Ruapehu

$385,000

90.90%

$423,668

Destination Marlborough

$488,000

66.30%

$736,000

Destination Northland

$557,600

59.00%

$945,101

Destination Wairarapa

$371,000

53.30%

$696,700

Hawke's Bay Incorporated

$450,000

55.00%

$818,043

Nature Coast Enterprise

$545,000

100.00%

$545,000

Tourism Central Otago

$592,568

78.70%

$752,568

Tourism Coromandel

$421,000

69.20%

$608,000

Venture Taranaki
Destination Lake Taupo
Destination Manawatu

$524,000

94.90%

$552,000

$1,360,000

83.30%

$1,632,000
$1,039,031

$826,031

79.50%

Destination Queenstown

$1,700,000

97.10%

$1,750,000

Nelson Tasman Tourism

$672,000

65.50%

$1,091,800

$1,095,895

86.80%

$1,321,823
$1,674,810

Tourism Bay of Plenty
Tourism Dunedin

$1,163,300

70.70%

Venture Southland Tourism

$1,527,590

92.90%

$1,664,590

Christchurch & Canterbury

$3,231,075

73.70%

$4,382,451

Destination Rotorua

$1,987,000

80.50%

$2,467,000

Positively Wellington Tourism

$4,316,600

68.40%

$6,306,945

Tourism Auckland

$2,420,000

54.20%

$4,468,043

$27,233,027
$972,608

77.19%

$37,159,867
$1,327,138

Total
Average
Sources: Primary research, Deloitte analysis
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Appendix D: Performance measures for UK tourism
Overseas targets
• Return on Investment: Generate additional spend of at least £887.5 million by overseas visitors, resulting from VisitBritain’s marketing
activities and a short term return on investment of at least 25:1.
• Regional Spread: Achieve at least 55 per cent of the additional spend outside of London. The targets for 2005/06 for the return on
investment and regional spread have been reduced from 2004/05 to reflect the impact of shifting resources to emerging markets and
withdrawing significant activity from four near – European mature markets.
• Seasonal Spread: Achieve at least 36 per cent of the additional spend between October and March.
• Customer service standards: Overseas offices and the Britain and London Visitor Centre to achieve a customer contact standards score of at
least 990 out of 1,200.
• Britain’s image as a tourist destination: Press and PR activities to achieve an average evaluation score of at least 3.9 out of 5:
• Growth markets: Transfer £1m of funds into growth markets and work towards achieving an incremental spend of £70m by 2007/8 from
growth markets.
• Partner satisfaction: Develop targets to measure partner satisfaction.
• Customer database: Increase the number of qualified records to 6.3 million.
• E-newsletter: Achieve an e-newsletter open rate of 40 per cent and a click-through rate of 10 per cent.
• Online registration: Convert 10 per cent of web enquiries to complete online registration.
• Enquiries: Grow the number of visitors to www.VisitBritain.com.
Domestic targets
• Return on investment: Generate a return on investment by domestic visitors to England of at least 12:1.
• Seasonal spread: Achieve at least 49 per cent of the additional spend between October and March.
• Stakeholder marketing support: Generate at least £3.5m partner support for domestic marketing campaigns.
• Consumer database: Grow the national consumer database to one million contacts.
• Campaigns: Launch a programme of enjoy England marketing activity and two product campaigns.
• England International Marketing: Generate a return on investment of 30:1.
• On line: Grow the number of visitors to visitengland.com.
• Infrastructure costs: Reduce VisitBritain’s expenditure on infrastructure by 10 per cent by the end of 2005/06.
Source: WTO: Budgets and Structures of National Tourism Organizations
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Appendix E: Each of the studied jurisdictions and industries
have relevant insights that can be applied to Ontario
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Appendix F: Establishing government support for an
industry association
Key steps
1)Evaluate current industry associations based on the following criteria:
– Broadness of support (has diverse tourism members and mandate);
– Presence of a strong governance system;
– History of partnerships and collaborative activities; and
– Present of qualified staff with deep industry knowledge and experience.
2) Select the industry representative to participate in key structural committees or other roles (e.g., education, research, etc.)
3) Government support of an industry association will cause the organization to increase its leadership profile in the industry, as
well as its value proposition to its current and potential new members, allowing the association to become more entrenched
and stable.
Considerations
• The government (specifically MTOUR) should not fund the association directly.
• Government funding for a specific product or sponsorship for an industry event could be acceptable.
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Appendix G: Glossary
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Appendix H: Primary and secondary research
sources
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